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Shower and bathtub handrail with adjustable shower head rail incl. 
shower head and shower hose of the 801 range consisting of:  
801.35.312 
⋅ vertically and horizontally arranged rails connected at right angles with 

steel fixing roses and shower head holder 
⋅ with shower head rail that can be pushed vertically to the side (for 

mounting) 
⋅ serves in the shower and bathtub area for holding and supporting 
⋅ vertical length 1100 mm, horizontal lengths (corner mounting) 762 mm  
⋅ 88 mm deep, clear distance to the wall 55 mm, rail diameter 33 mm, rose 

diameter 70 mm 
⋅ shower head holder can be infinitely inclined and its height can be 

adjusted after pulling or pressing a large-surface lever 
⋅ conical holder on the shower head holder makes it easy to hook in the 

shower head 
⋅ with a continuous corrosion-protected steel core 
⋅ mount to the wall with wall-specific fixing material and roses from HEWI 
⋅ can be mounted on the left and right side 
⋅ suitable for HEWI hook-in seats 900.51...., 950.51..., 802.51... and 

801.51...100 (only on W2) 
⋅ made of high-gloss polyamide in HEWI colour 99 

and 
⋅ 1-jet shower head with shower hose made of synthetic material, colour 

white  
⋅ shower head with soft-clean anti-limescale pimples 
⋅ jet type: Rain 
⋅ diameter shower head: 105 mm 
⋅ pimples and ring made of light grey synthetic material 
⋅ flow rate at 3 bar: 14 l/min 
⋅ rinsable dirt collection sieve 
⋅ connection thread G 1/2, connection size: DN 15 
⋅ hose length 2000 mm 
⋅ kink-protected 
⋅ rotary cone protects the shower hose from twisting 
⋅ metal rotary cone/metal knurl, chrome-plated 
⋅ shower head tested to KTW and W270 
⋅ shower hose tested to EN 1113 and KTW 
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